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Compatibility Report

For: EXAMPLE   Date of birth: 21st November 1978 at 9:25 AM  Place of birth: San Francisco

Partner: EXAMPLE PARTNER   Date of birth: 12th April 1986 at 7:00 PM  Place of birth: London
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 Conjunction: The most powerful astrological aspect. A conjunction describes a very important dynamic
between two people.

 Opposition: A major aspect. Can show incompatibility between two people, but also complimentary
characteristics.

 Square: Two planets at right angles to one another can show character traits that are at odds with one another.
Can cause conflict or misunderstandings.

 Trine: Two planets a third of the 360 circle apart show an easy, flowing aspect of the relationship.

 Sextile: Two planets one sixth of the 360 circle apart is similar to a Trine - easy and harmonious - but not as
powerful.

First House: Personality, Image, Slant on Life, Appearance

Second House: Finances, Possessions, Values, Worldly Fortune

Third House: Communication, Short Journeys, Siblings, Neighbours

Fourth House: Home, Private Life, Introversion, Roots, Family

Fifth House: Creativity, Adventure, Pleasure, Love Affairs, Children

Sixth House: Health, Work, Routine, Service to Others

Seventh House: One to One Relationships, Marriage

Eighth House: Contracts and Agreements, Inheritance, Sexuality, Regeneration

Ninth House: Philosophy of Life, Dreams and Ambitions, Long-Distance Travel
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Tenth House: Standing in the World, Public Image, Career

Eleventh House: Friendship, Shared Endeavours, Social Life

Twelfth House: Unconscious Mind, Inner World, Karma, Mysticism

 

How Compatible Are You?

How compatible two people are depends on how many, and what kind, of links there are between the planets in
their birth charts. In this report, the most important links are listed first. To help you see things at a glance, green

stars  show harmonious links, red stars  more challenging connections, and yellow stars  soul mate
connections.

Every chart comparison will show links between two people's planets. So what to look out for?

The Personal Planets

The basic compatibility between two people is shown mostly by the links between one person's Sun, Moon, Venus,
Mars, Ascendant and Descendant – the so-called 'personal' planets and 'angles' - and any planet or angle in the other
person's chart. While the Sun, Moon and Ascendant show natural affinities or lack of common ground, Mars shows
sexuality, and Venus, which is all-important, shows how we relate. See 'Love and Relating' on the website for more
on Mars and Venus. Links to Jupiter usually show easy-going aspects of the relationship, while those to Saturn
show commitment, and, at times, restrictions.

Links between one person's Sun, Moon, Venus and Mars, Ascendant and Midheaven, and the other person's outer
planets, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, often also point to a deep soul connection, see Links of Destiny, below.

Links

Conjunctions between two people's planets are the most powerful links, with five stars, followed by oppositions,
squares and trines, with four stars, and sextiles with three.

Orbs

The more exact the link, the smaller the 'orb', and so the more powerful it is. If you have several planetary
conjunctions, for instance, the most exact is shown first.

Double Whammies

Two-way links between two people's planets or Angles are even more powerful!

No Time of Birth

If either you or your partner, or both, don't know your times of birth, that person's Ascendant, Descendant,
Midheaven and Vertex can't be calculated, nor can the exact position of their natal Moon. So these elements will
not form a part of your Compatibility Report, but there is still a great deal to go on!
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Links of Destiny

These links describe the more fated, other-worldly dimension to your relationship, highlighting the connections
between your charts that reveal potential Soul Mate links.

The Outer Planets

Links between one person's Sun, Moon, Venus and Mars, Ascendant or Midheaven, and the other person's outer
planets, Uranus, Neptune, Pluto, often point to a deep soul connection.

Uranus - The Great Awakening

Relationships where Uranus plays a major role can often indicate a strong soul bond. As the great liberator and
awakener, it breaks down barriers and taboos, and brings an electric, on - off energy to any relationship that it
touches. Both people cannot help but be awakened, and transformed. There's also usually a powerful telepathic
connection.

Neptune - You are in my Dreams

Powerful Neptune links between two charts can also indicate Soul Mates. Sometimes there can be dreams or
memories of past lives, and there is a powerful urge to merge and overcome the boundaries and the limitations of
this world. Neptune challenges our view of down-to-earth reality and speaks to us of oneness, intuition and
telepathy, and other, more mysterious, timeless realms.

Pluto - Power, Passion and Rebirth

Pluto links between two people can mean that there are karmic ties, and karmic lessons to be learned. The Pluto
person tends to wield the power, but the intensity of all-or-nothing Pluto, which rules endings and beginnings,
growth and change, as well as secrets and deep feelings, makes the relationship transformative for both on a
profound, and unforgettable, soul level.

The Moon's Nodes and the Vertex

The Nodes of the Moon

For many astrologers, links to the Nodes of the Moon, which mark the Moon's path round the earth, reveal the soul
links that may exist between two people. Conjunctions are easily the most powerful links to have with someone.
What exactly do they mean?

The South Node of the Moon - We Meet Again?

In our own charts, the South Node of the Moon, which is opposite the North Node, shows where we are coming
from, what we are already good at and what seems familiar. When someone's nodes or planets form a link to our
South Node, they, too will seem familiar to us. Perhaps we have known them in another life, or at least it often feels
that way. This is a powerful soul mate bond.

The North Node of the Moon - My Soul's Companion

The North Node in our charts shows where we should be heading – what we need to learn in order to develop and
to truly come into our own. When someone's nodes or planets form a link to our North Node, we are destined to
forge bonds with them which can help us change and grow. They are part of soul's plan and life's journey. A
powerful soul bond.
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The Vertex - A Bolt from the Blue

Links between one person's planet or angles and another person's Vertex, show a very powerful, fated soul
connection. For the Vertex person, meeting the planet person marks a major life turning point or awakening. The
Vertex, together with its opposite point, the Anti-Vertex, which is also important, are known as the Electric Axis.

The More links there are between two people's Nodes, Vertex, planets, Ascendant and Midheaven, and the more
links to the other person's outer planets, the more powerful the soul mate connection will be.
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Compatibility Report

Conjunction

EXAMPLE South Lunar Node Conjunction EXAMPLE PARTNER Mercury - orb 0.65 

These two people may well feel that they have known each other always, and just love to talk. Mercury can help
the South Node person to evolve and become more conscious of their spiritual goals. The importance of their
mental rapport is also strongly stressed, as are intellectual pursuits and academic learning.

EXAMPLE Mercury Conjunct EXAMPLE PARTNER Uranus - orb 1.89 

This conjunction gives a lively, stimulating, mental rapport between them and exchanging new ideas and breaking
new, exciting intellectual ground comes high on their agenda. Life will not be dull, in fact they may spend half the
night up talking! But Uranus will always call the tune!

EXAMPLE Venus Conjunct EXAMPLE PARTNER Pluto - orb 1.94 

This powerful conjunction gives deep passion and emotion. Both may feel they are alive, at last, and able to express
their sexuality and deeper feelings in a whole new way. They can really hit the heights - and depths - together, as it
can also bring obsession. Pluto may, at times, be manipulative, and will probably always call the tune!

EXAMPLE Pluto Conjunction EXAMPLE PARTNER Ascendant - orb 3.75 

There is a powerful attraction on both sides. Pluto finds the Ascendant person irresistible, while the Ascendant
person may experience a depth of passion and emotion that is new to them, which, at times, can seem
overwhelming. There is a real potential here for growth and change.

EXAMPLE Mars Conjunct EXAMPLE PARTNER Saturn - orb 5.09 

This conjunction can be the hallmark of a long-term, happy and fulfilling bond. Trust, friendship, faithfulness, and
real commitment, make it easy for both people to live, and work, together. That's when it's going well, but
sometimes Mars wants freedom and Saturn wants control. Tolerance and compromise are the keys to the kingdom!

Opposition, Square and Trine

EXAMPLE Saturn Trine EXAMPLE PARTNER Venus - orb 0.14 

Saturn offers Venus stability, security and real, long-term commitment. Venus brings beauty, warmth and pleasure
into Saturn's life. This link gives trust and staying power to a relationship, and helps it to withstand the test of time.

EXAMPLE Jupiter Trine EXAMPLE PARTNER Saturn - orb 0.19 

This is the hallmark of a very balanced relationship, of wisdom, and a joyful family life. If there are less positive
connections elsewhere in their charts, this link ensures that reason and fairness will prevail.
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EXAMPLE South Lunar Node Conjunction EXAMPLE PARTNER Mercury - orb 0.65 

These two people may well feel that they have known each other always, and just love to talk. Mercury can help
the South Node person to evolve and become more conscious of their spiritual goals. The importance of their
mental rapport is also strongly stressed, as are intellectual pursuits and academic learning.

EXAMPLE Saturn Opposing EXAMPLE PARTNER Jupiter - orb 1.20 

Saturn may see Jupiter as too easy-going, and their desire to live in the moment and enjoy life as devil may care
and foolish. For Jupiter, Saturn may come across as too introverted and restrictive.

EXAMPLE Sun Opposing EXAMPLE PARTNER Moon - orb 2.02 2

There's a strong polarity here, but the Sun may find the Moon too over-sensitive, while the Moon can find the Sun
too dominating, or unsympathetic and uninterested in their real feelings. How they will get on, long-term, depends
on what other links there are between their charts.

EXAMPLE North Lunar Node Square EXAMPLE PARTNER Uranus - orb 2.05 

With Uranus in hard aspect to both the North and South Nodes, the Node person may find Uranus too difficult to
handle. Unexpected setbacks, and sudden breakthroughs, are the order of the day with Uranus, who will challenge
the Node person to change and grow. There may well be obstacles that prevent this couple from being together.

EXAMPLE IC Conjunction EXAMPLE PARTNER Sun - orb 2.06 

This powerful link gives great staying power and intimacy to their relationship. There is a real sense of knowing
one another on a profound level, and spending time alone together may be a top priority. Home life is all-important
and career issues won't take pride of place.

EXAMPLE Mercury Trine EXAMPLE PARTNER Sun - orb 2.16 

There is a natural understanding between these two people and many intellectual interests in common. They find it
easy to talk about anything and everything. The Sun finds Mercury stimulating and amusing, while Mercury gets
real strength and feedback from the Sun.

EXAMPLE Mars Square EXAMPLE PARTNER Jupiter - orb 2.57 

Having such different temperaments and goals, it may be hard in this relationship for Mars and Jupiter to reach a
long-term understanding. Jupiter could also find Mars headstrong, while Mars may well resent all Jupiter's attempts
to lead and take control.

EXAMPLE Jupiter Square EXAMPLE PARTNER Pluto - orb 2.67 

Pluto can take advantage of Jupiter's open, trusting nature, which brings out their most manipulative, controlling
side. Not the ideal combination, for either love or money!
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EXAMPLE Venus Trine EXAMPLE PARTNER Jupiter - orb 3.44 

This link can compensate for any other problems that may exist between their charts. Happy to be alive, and to live
together, with a loving family and home, they should have total confidence in one another, true mental rapport and
similar tastes.

EXAMPLE Moon Square EXAMPLE PARTNER Venus - orb 3.59 

They are attracted to one another, and enjoy being together, but they may well seek different things from this
relationship. For the Moon, it is sympathy, security and home life that is most important, while Venus seeks
romance and pleasure.

EXAMPLE Saturn Square EXAMPLE PARTNER Saturn - orb 3.72 

This link can make it hard for both to see each other's point of view, or to give each other freedom of expression.
They can bring out each other's most inflexible and stubborn side, which can lead to a communication breakdown.
Both need to give each other extra space to make their own decisions.

EXAMPLE Jupiter Square EXAMPLE PARTNER Venus - orb 3.78 

Their ideas about love, and about what a close relationship should be, may be worlds apart, which can make it hard
for them to find real common ground, or to accommodate each other's goals and life styles.

EXAMPLE Sun Trine EXAMPLE PARTNER Mercury - orb 4.08 

There is a natural understanding between these two people and many intellectual interests in common. They find it
easy to talk about anything and everything. The Sun finds Mercury stimulating and amusing, while Mercury gets
real strength and feedback from the Sun.

EXAMPLE Pluto Opposing EXAMPLE PARTNER Sun - orb 4.36 

There is great physical attraction between these two people, but life can get just too intense. Pluto can try and
control or change the Sun, while the Sun can find Pluto hard to fathom, and resent Pluto's power.

EXAMPLE Venus Opposing EXAMPLE PARTNER Venus - orb 4.51 

Whatever else these two may have in common, there may be a lack of warmth, romance or real sympathy between
them. Each could fail to pick up on the messages the other may be sending out, or find it hard to let down their
defences.

EXAMPLE Mercury Square EXAMPLE PARTNER Mercury - orb 4.59 

This link can cause communication problems, as they do not have a lot in common on an intellectual level, and may
find it hard to see each other's points of view, or share each other's interests.
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EXAMPLE Uranus Opposing EXAMPLE PARTNER Venus - orb 4.67 

All attempts by Venus to pin their partner down or fence them in are doomed to fail! If there are more stable links
between their charts, this relationship can still succeed, but not if Venus tries to call the tune.

Sextile

EXAMPLE Venus Sextile EXAMPLE PARTNER Mars - orb 0.77 

This is the link, par excellence, of romance and passionate sexual love. There will be a strong, immediate attraction,
and the desire to be together, come what may. See Love Signs and Mars and Venus to discover more.

EXAMPLE Venus Sextile EXAMPLE PARTNER Neptune - orb 2.49 

This psychic bond is often present in the charts of those who, for some reason, cannot be together. Even when they
can, they tend to see each other through rose-tinted glasses and they thrive on mystery and distance. This is
romantic love with all the trimmings!

The Harmony/Challenge Ratio

Green stars show harmonious links, and red stars more challenging connections.

Lots of links makes it an important bond, of course, but too many challenging, red-starred links can cause conflict
and misunderstandings. How many is too much? Most astrologers agree that having some is actually a good thing -
and that having only positive, harmonious, 'green-starred' links with someone isn't that ideal. The relationship can
be just too easy and end up going nowhere. Most astrologers agree the ideal ratio is two harmonious links to one
challenging one, or at least approaching that fine balance.

The Harmony/Challenge Ratio

Harmonious links represented by green stars  =  48

Challenging links represented by red stars  =  43


